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Arrows Sheet Recap 
Always read the Arrows out loud with alternate tapping – this will stimulate and strengthen connections 
between all four lobes and both hemispheres. Post synaptic receptors will increase with robust stimulation – 
once a pattern becomes easy, making it harder will continue to change the brain, which takes about 20 
minutes for the new changes to solidify. This also opens a window where information is learned faster and 
retained longer.  

• The “Speed Drill” (fast as possible, regular direction, don’t stop for mistakes) forces accelerated 
unconscious decision making and attention.  

• The “heavy lifting” variations improve analysis/synthesis, working memory, pattern recognition, and 
problem solving. Remember to always tap with both hands! 
o Start with the Speed Drill - reading arrows directions out loud left to right whole page  

o Start to build patterns, adding a new variable each time – comfortable speed 

• Repeat with fourth column color, last column fruit (Red=apple, Yellow=banana, 
Green=lime, Blue=blueberry)  

• Then add compass (N/E/S/W) to the second and 6th column 

• Then substitute clock face (12,3,6,9) for the 6th column 

o Once this becomes easy, mix up the column variations, keeping a regular 
pattern of direction/variation 

o Once this becomes easy randomize the columns – ex. 
D/D/D/C/F/Com/D/Cl. 

 

Recommended to start meetings to ensure focus, engagement and efficiency: 
Start with a simple pattern to get started – D/D/D/C//D/D/D/F. Once you have mastered the 5 step 
neuroprimer (below) do that instead. Have volunteers choose what variable to put at the end of each row 
and what colors to double tap and no tap on.  

Finish with the Speed Drill – as fast as you can, regular directions, alternating taps, DON’T stop for mistakes. 
This will engage everyone and be fun! Make it a race, everyone goes at their own speed, helping to train 
selective focus.  

Stepping is a great way to get more blood flowing, improve connections to the legs and feet. Very effective 
for athletes: 

• Start by alternate stepping each time you say an arrow (easy warmup) 

• Step in the direction of each arrow, taking a full step each time. To improve situational awareness: 

o Try to maintain a position close to your starting position by adjusting the length of your 
steps 

o Don’t bump into anything, maintain an awareness of your environment 

o Add a different movement on a color – throw, kick, catch, etc.  

Quick neuroprimer: 
Use the Speed Drill periodically throughout your day as a fast refocus/mental accelerator/memory stimulator. 
It’s especially effective before activities like reading, studying, meetings, speeches, athletic events and when 
you feel stressed.   
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5 Step neuroprimer: 
Regular directions, as fast as you can, DON’T stop for mistakes! Each step builds on the one before. With practice 

you will drop your time considerably. 

Step 1) Left to Right, fast but say the last column Fruit – note how many arrows before the last column your brain 

starts to anticipate the change. As the number increases, so will your Cognitively Primed Anticipation. 

Step 2) Repeat last column in each row Color, but this time Right to Left (in this case the first column will be Fruit) 

– this will be slower at first as your brain processes more information from a different perspective but will get 

faster. 

Step 3) Repeat, last column on each row Fruit, but Serpentine – Left to Right first row, Right to Left second row, 

and so on. 

Step 4) Repeat this Serpentine, last column Fruit but Double Tap (two taps on an arrow) on every Blue colored 

arrow. Columns are regular, Colors are random so much harder! Only say the Arrow once (Direction unless at the 

end when you say Fruit).  

Step 5) Finally, repeat but DON’T tap on Yellow arrows. A very important part of executive function is inhibitory 

control – not making a bad decision.   

As this becomes easier, you can make it harder by substituting another of the variations you’ve used for the Color 

(Fruit, Compass Direction, Clock face, etc.) and by randomly choosing a different color to Double Tap and Not Tap on 

each time.  

Recommended Reading  

There are several books you might want to read if you’re interested in learning more about neuroplasticity:  
o The Brain That Changes Itself, Norman Doidge. This book was critical in my early research and 

remains one of the best and first books on the subject. Recommend you read it first.  

 

o The Power of Habit, Charles Duhigg. A very good description of the procedural, psychological levels of 
Zombie Thinking. Critical concept is the “habit loop”, how we form them and how hard they are to 
break. (PS – faster reaction time can help you anticipate them and change them).  

 

o Thinking Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman. He describes the fast and slow thinking processes which is 
a good description of the tension between conscious and unconscious mental processing.  


